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Introduction

• Understanding social impacts requires a good understanding of what we need to protect

• In environmental LCA we generally agree that this is about Human health, Ecosystem 
Health and Resources, as we need to protect and grow these assets for a sustainable future

• We propose to also take the societal assets as a basis for understanding social impacts. 
These assets are usually referred to as “Capitals”
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Why we do not use the Triple Bottomline
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• The problem with this concept is:  
• It assumes you can define these three

pillars first and then combine them
• Social and environmental impacts all

have economic consequences, and ther
are many other links

ECONOMIC SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENTAL



The capitals used and produced by an organization



What mankind has created and is worth protecting

• Mankind’s evolution from hunter-gatherers to builders of civilizations is 
driven by the superior adaptability, ingenuity and social cohesiveness, 
which we have developed vis-à-vis other species.

• This has enabled us to use the natural resources at our disposal in 
concurrence with our dexterity and individual and societal aspiration, to 
create assets which enhance human wellbeing. 

• We have built cities and nations; landed on the moon; discovered the 
depths of oceans; created music and art; invented technology and 
medicine. 

• Yet, inclusive progress and genuine societal wellbeing eludes us even in 
the 21st century



Conceptual evolution of Social Capital as a resource

• Adam Smith (1776) and David Ricardo: THE INVISIBLE HAND: what is it that makes 
markets work, and analyzed the role (and contribution from) economic 
associations, such as corporations, trade unions, cooperatives etc. as facilitators 
of business and thus generators of social capital.

• Karl Marx (1867), describes the societal capital as an aggregate of individual 
capitals (note the plural)

• Sidgwick (1883): introduced Social Capital as “capital from the social point of
view”. He considered Social Capital to be an aggregate of all material elements 
such as “roads, bridges, and the organization of the state” and of immaterial 
elements such as “goodwill”. 

• Marshall (1890), builds upon this further by adding human skill as an aliquot to 
the larger framework of Social Capital based on the understanding that, “general 
education helps adapt the mind to use its best faculties in business”. 



More recent thinkers on the individual perspective

• Bourdieu (1985) Linkages are formed as a result of carefully deliberated 
individual investment strategies. Individuals choose to be involved in 
groups to become a part of a socially reliable source of continued benefits
• Putman (2000): Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American 

Community: analyses the declining engagement of Americans in civic 
organizations such as labor unions, religious groups, and fraternity 
organizations which facilitate participation in civic discussions and 
interactions and are essential for ensuring the health of democracy.

• And what happened to the Invisible Hand… Milton Friedman shares 
his view https://youtu.be/Hzs7qJO26VU

https://youtu.be/Hzs7qJO26VU


A framework for sustainability analysis 
(quote Partha das Gupta page 14)

• Development is sustainable if inclusive social wellbeing is achieved 
through the consumption of goods and services that are produced as part 
of the dynamics of social environmental systems….

• Wellbeing is ultimately grounded on 5 clusters of capital assets: stocks of 
Natural, Manufactured, Human, Social and Knowledge capital.

• If the aggregate capacity of these assets to generate value for society is 
allowed to degrade over time, social wellbeing will ultimately decline as 
well, and development will be unsustainable…..

• Policy to promote sustainability is ultimately about how to manage these 
assets, and people's access to them, so that neither social wealth they 
represent nor the social wellbeing they create declines with time



A framework for wellbeing

Capital assets
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Goods and services
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Goal: inclusive wellbeing Constituents of wellbeing

System dynamics

Determinants of wellbeing



The importance of capitals for businesses



The importance of capitals for businesses



The link with the Handbook for PSIA



Conclusion

• The Social LCA community can learn from social scientists and other leading initiatives

• The Three Pillar model is outdated and withdrawn by the authors, as the pillars cannot be separated

• The Capitals thinking is becoming main-stream:
• Capitals coalition (20.000 followers in the community)
• Integrated reporting (IIRC and SASB) are becoming standards for reporting based on capitals
• Value Balancing Alliance
• Etc.

• Companies need all capitals to thrive; there lies the business case

• Lets continue this debate
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Thank you for your kind attention.

Visit the Social Value Community at the Booth, meet 
us tomorrow at noon or become a community 
member at www.social-value-community.org
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